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PURPOSE

The purpose of this contract is to design and construct an engineering test model of a rack mounted, audio recorder-reproducer using plastic base oxide coated tape and capable of operation at variable tape speeds. The recorder-reproducer should accept two signals for simultaneous dual track recording and playback.

The above work was proposed to be carried out in six phases.

The first and second phases were completed during the early part of the contract and are covered in Interim Report No. 1. The third phase, which includes "Prototype Test and Final Design" was also started during this time and completed during the second period. This area is covered in the present report. Phase No. 4 "Procurement and Manufacture of Three Units" was under way at the latter part of the period covered by this report, and is still going on.

- 1 -
ABSTRACT

This report covers:

1. Finalization of the prototype circuit design and tests carried out on same. During this period we encountered the problem of hum-elimination in the high-gain playback amplifier. Equalization circuits were finalized. In the tape transport mechanism we had several mechanical problems. Certain design changes were necessary to bring the wow and flutter below the level required by the specifications.

2. Finalization of the mechanical design and packaging of both the electronic unit and the tape-deck unit. Printed circuitry was chosen for the electronic unit and conventional wiring for the tape deck itself.

A mechanical model was built, the printed boards designed and made. At the end of the period covered by this report the model was ready for assembly.
FACTUAL DATA

Completing the circuit design in the electronic unit, the following was done:

**Playback Amplifier**

A few modifications were carried out in the playback amplifier. The circuit was quite sensitive to hum pick-up, which was traced to several sources. A higher voltage DC source (25v) for the filament supply was installed which allowed better filtering and lower ripple, hence less hum introduced by the filaments. The major source of hum was found to be the cathode follower input tube, with the associated components and cables. This stage has been completely eliminated and the playback head is now connected through shielded cable direct to the grid of the first amplifier tube. This greatly reduced the hum. Improved decoupling in the B+ supply line also contributed to hum reduction.

Another problem was that the 60 Kc bias frequency registers on the tape, and in playback this signal came through since the amplifier response is still quite good at this frequency.

Raising the bias frequency to 100 Kc placing a tuned trap in the plate circuit of V-101 (first half) and an LC low-pass filter in the grid of V-102 (first half) cuts this disturbing signal to a barely
detectable level.

The higher bias oscillator frequency has another advantage. In use there will be cases when recordings are made at 20 ips and played back at 1 ips. The frequency of the recorded signal will this way be reduced by a ratio of 20:1, but so will the bias frequency which also registers on the tape. (In our example a 60 Kc bias signal became a 3Kc audible tone.) This signal can be disturbing. Fortunately the combined response of the record head and the tape is so much poorer at 100 Kc, that this disturbance becomes very small. Another helping factor here is, that -- taking our example -- with the playback equalizer set at 1 ips, the combined response of the playback head and the amplifier produces a lower output signal at 5 Kc than at 3 Kc.

An amplifier stage was added to the playback amplifier with a 600 Ohm output transformer to produce the low level playback output required by the specifications. This same tube delivers power to drive a monitor headset.

A monitor switching circuit has been added to the design, and has a dual function. One pole connects the indicating meter into various circuits of the equipment, thereby providing level indication for recording, playback, erase and bias. Another pole connects the jack for the monitoring headset either into the playback or the
recording channel.

**Recording Amplifier**

In the recording amplifier an amplifier stage was added to drive the monitoring headset.

The only other major modification was the change of Vari-L Model PA-36 to Model TF-ZX10. This was done in order to combine the mechanical speed control knob with the recording equalizer.

The mechanical integrator has a control ratio of 1:6, which produces a linear change in speed with a 1:6 ratio on each range. (LOW=1 to 6 ips; HI=5 -30 ips.) The first selected Vari-L (PA-36) was not able to produce this range linearly and had to be changed to TF-2X10 which has a much wider linear range. See Fig. 1.

**Erase - Bias Oscillator**

The only modification made here was the increase in frequency. 100 Kc appears to be the upper limit for the ferrite-core transformer, which at this frequency is still capable of supplying sufficient erase power for these particular Brush heads.

**Electronic Tape Transport Control**

The circuitry in the Transport Control was changed somewhat with respect to Fig. 37 in Interim Report No. 1. Another position was added to the four-position switch to accommodate an additional
Comparison between VARI-L's Mod. PA-36 and TF-2X10. Mod. TF-2X10 is shown with two different values of capacitors.
During our tests we did not find any occurrence of tape breakage, nor any such tendency, therefore the tape break relay (RY3) was omitted with its associated circuitry.

RY-1 was modified into a PAUSE relay, and a PAUSE push-button switch was added. This permits stopping and starting the tape in the Record mode simply and easily.

The pressure roller first was actuated by a 110 v a-c solenoid, but too much noise (audible) was generated. Replacement with a d-c model results in quieter operation. A separate solenoid was added to operate the fork that keeps the tape away from the heads in REWIND and FAST FORWARD.

**Power Supply**

The hum was further reduced by adding additional decoupling RC networks in the B+ supply.

Another modification in the Power Supply was the change from a 6 vdc filament supply to a 25.2 vdc supply. This further aided hum reduction.

The Circuit Diagrams of both the electronic and tape deck units can be found at the end of this report.

**Tape Transport Mechanism**

Tests first carried out on the transport mechanism described
in Interim Report No. 1 (pages 83 to 85) indicated that at certain speeds wow and flutter was above the level specified in the specifications.

It took some time before the causes were found and corrected.

One contributing factor was found to be the tape guide pins. In order to keep costs down, instead of using expensive ball-bearing rollers guide pins were selected. As the tape moves past these guide pins a certain amount of friction is generated. This friction force unfortunately varies with the pulling force. The pulling force on the other hand is subjected to various factors, for example the distribution of tape between the supply and takeup reels, reel eccentricity or warpage, density of tape wind (loose or tight), splices, mechanical vibration, and similar. To reduce the effect of these on the tape at the heads, a flywheel with a moment of inertia equal to 0.7 lb in$^2$ was added to the capstan shaft. This resulted in some improvement at high speeds and more stable operation. Then another flywheel was used with 4.0 lb in$^2$, but offered no significant improvement over the first one. Since the application of a small flywheel appeared to be advantageous, it was decided to incorporate one with approximately 1.0 lb in$^2$ inertia into the system. It is connected to the output (capstan) shaft of the integrator.

The amount of tape (both by its weight and diameter) affects
wow and flutter. The more tape, the higher the inertia, the smoother the tape pull. This point was improved by adding weight to the reel hub in form of a plate on which the plastic tape reels rest. This has an added advantage. Since its diameter is larger than that of a small 5-inch plastic reel, an eventual loose loop cannot possibly get under it and tangle up.

A further step taken towards reduction of wow and flutter was decreasing the wrap angle at both the heads and the guide pins. Both of these result in more uniform tension and smoother operation.

During the tests a slow transverse motion of the tape was noticeable as it ran past the heads. This was eliminated by placing a plastic guide block between the record and playback heads.

With all these design changes the wow and flutter was cut down to .15 to .45% depending on tape speed.

The originally selected sprag-clutches were changed for a make that costs less and offers slightly less friction in the forward direction.

In the initial design the sprag-clutch housing was a separate unit. In the improved design this was combined with the torque motor support. This has the advantage of reducing the number of parts and eliminates a formerly difficult alignment problem.

An improvement was made in the solenoid actuation circuit.
In the original design one solenoid actuated the tape pressure roller, which through mechanical linkage moved the tape lift-off fork. The new design employs one separate solenoid for the pressure roller and another one for the lift-off fork. In this way the pressure roller is away from the capstan except during recording and playback and no permanent deformation of the rubber roller can result from the (previously) constant pressure on it.
FINAL LAY-OUT AND PACKAGING

Electronic Unit

In the lay-out and packaging: accessibility, ease of servicing and compactness were kept in mind in addition to the electrical requirements and ease of operation.

A major aspect of the mechanical construction is that the unit will be subjected to severe vibration and shock tests.

Since the recorder has two identical channels of operation, it was decided that one record and one playback amplifier will be combined into a single compact plug-in unit. The complete unit uses two of these plug-in units and they are completely interchangeable. This idea has several advantages: Manufacturing is simpler; in case of breakdown in operation, the inactive channel can be unplugged and serviced while the other one carries on, or a spare unit can be plugged in for that time; servicing of this plug-in unit is easier. Printed board design was used within the plug-in units, one for each amplifier. When spare boards are available, servicing a unit amounts to changing the board only.

The electronic chassis can be roughly divided into three sections. The middle third is occupied by the power supply in an enclosed area. The loudspeaker is mounted on the front panel in this area. The plug-in units slide into the unit on either side of the
power supply and they are interchangeable.

The power amplifier mounts on the side wall of the power supply at the rear end of the chassis. The contract calls for one power amplifier, but space has been left so that it can be duplicated for a second channel on the opposite side wall if need calls for it.

One mechanical model was designed and built following these principles and has worked out very well. The printed boards have all been designed and made. At the time this report is written, the unit is ready for assembly. Fig. 2 is a photograph of this model.

Tape Deck

The basic layout of the initial design was not changed substantially. Most of the components of the Electronic Tape Transport Control were packaged into a complete unit in a housing and mounted on the side wall of the U-shaped frame work.

All motors and the mechanical and electromechanical components are easily accessible for repair or servicing.

The heads are mounted on a small adapter plate which is bolted to the front panel of the tape deck. Behind the front panel and just below the adapter plate, the bias oscillator is located in a shielded box.

An artist's concept (mounted on a standard rack MIL STD 189) of the complete recorder-reproducer is shown on Fig. 3.
FIGURE 2.
Electronic Unit
Mechanical Design
CONCLUSION

The design can be considered to be finished. Minor "bugs" can be expected in the first production unit built, but no real difficulties are expected.

The elimination of wow and flutter presented difficulties and required considerable effort.

In the electronic unit elimination of hum was the major problem.

Efforts during the period resulted in lowering these disturbing signals below the level required by the specifications.

Lay-out and packaging was completed during the period, and final assembly started.
PROGRAM FOR THE NEXT INTERVAL

We expect to complete the manufacture and testing of the three units during the next interval and deliver them along with the instruction books, etc.
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